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Abstract. For over a decade, web servers have been able to encrypt
their communication with the client by using Secure Socket Layer Pro-
tocol [1]. While this option only prevents casual eavesdropping for generic
web sites and applications, for other applications the server must know
who the client is. The client operating systems and web browsers may
install a client-side certificate in their keystore that awaits selection. An
essential requirements for identity services is to prevent identity theft.
With the advancement of cost effective contactless cards, such a solution
is with reach. Currently, only contact cards have been used to serve as
client certificate keystores. Since all new android devices are equipped
with NFC[3] reader chips, the research opportunity arises how to store
on contactless cards an identity for web applications. Such cards with
a set of secret PIN codes can not be copied and must be in physical
posession of the user. Until recently, a web application was neither able
to interact with the certificates used to secure the connection, nor was
a web application able to sign any data. With the availability of im-
plemented W3C WebCrypto API[2], a possible solution is within reach.
We propose an architecture to extend Google Chrome for Android and
use PIN1-protected client certificates from Contactless Identity Cards
that use Near Field Communication to perform an SSL handshake. Af-
ter loading a web application, it inspects the Contactless Identity Card
and performs additional tasks such as signing data by prompting a re-
quest for PIN2.
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